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PORTOMASO, MAGNIFICENT
PENTHOUSE

€ 2,550,000 REF NO:
006610

 2 Bedrooms  3 Bathrooms  1 Car Space  Area (sq mtrs): 204.00

Introducing the magnificent Portomaso Laguna Penthouse, a true marvel in every sense!

Situated within the prestigious Portomaso Lifestyle Development, this exclusive property is

now available for sale. Nestled in the heart of St. Julians, a vibrant cosmopolitan town, this

gated community offers unrivaled luxury living with round-the-clock security, a Yacht

Marina, a beach lido, a gym, exquisite restaurants, cafes, and even the renowned Hilton

Hotel on its premises. Spanning across a generous 204 sqm, this penthouse has been

meticulously renovated to the highest standards and is being offered fully furnished by a

renowned designer. As you step into the elegant foyer, you'll be instantly captivated by

breathtaking views of the Laguna. The lavish living and dining areas seamlessly connect to a

spacious terrace, serving as the focal point of this remarkable home. This terrace provides

ample space for lounging and dining, overlooking the enchanting Laguna and the adjacent

Yacht Marina. Imagine the pleasure of bathing in the Laguna, accessible directly from your

home! The well-appointed kitchen boasts top-of-the-line appliances, a breakfast table, and

abundant storage cleverly concealed within wall-to-wall units. The master bedroom offers a

delightful walk-in wardrobe, an en-suite bathroom, and a study area with French windows

framing captivating Laguna vistas. A second bedroom with an en-suite bathroom also enjoys

panoramic views of the Laguna. Completing this exquisite residence are a guest toilet, a

laundry room, ample storage facilities, and a conveniently located car space right opposite

the property. With underfloor heating throughout, electric curtains, WiFi, and Reverse

Osmosis, this home is adorned with exceptional features that elevate it to a league of its

own. Prepare to unveil the hidden gem that is the Portomaso Laguna Penthouse - a

residence that exudes timeless elegance and awaits its discerning owner.


